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once overheard a financial advisor say, “Handling your money is
like carrying water in a bucket. If
your bucket has a hole in it the water
leaks out. The hole may seem small
but if you don’t fix it eventually you
will lose all of your water.”
Instead of water your business
bucket is filled with time and money.
While everyone can relate to money
it is often more difficult to put a price
tag on what your time is worth. One
hole in many archery shops’ money
bucket that is often overlooked is the
charge for services.
George Chapman, Director of
Dealer Schools for PSE, Browning
and Archery Research and I discussed this subject recently. “One of
the first questions I ask of the students in my dealer classes is, ‘How
many of you came here to learn how
to repair bows?’” Chapman said.
“Every hand goes up. Next I ask,
“How many know what it cost you to
stay in business for one day?’ I’m
lucky if two hands go up.”
“It makes no sense to work hard

By John Kasun

to make money only to let it drip
away,” Chapman continued. “When
a customer buys a sight he expects to
pay for it and the dealer expects to
get paid. Yet when that same customer needs some service performed on his equipment he often
assumes that the dealer can do it for
free and many times the dealer feels

Bow repairs or the installation of accessories require knowledge, time and equipment
and therefore both cost money to provide. Often this cost can be built into the purchase
price of the accessory or made part of a complete package purchase however at times
an additional charge is justified and warranted. Todd Weigl of Longs Archery is shown
here replacing a center serving for a customer. That is a service for which the shop has a
nominal fee.
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‘bad’ about charging. The worst
thing a dealer can do when a customer asks, ‘How much do I owe
you?’ is to say, ‘Aw skip it, I’ll catch
you the next time.’ Do you know
how many ‘Aw skip its’ it takes to pay
the light bill?”
Arrow Trade recently talked to
dealers across the country about
how they handled service charges.
While we found a wide variance on
how service charges were handled
one thing was quite clear. The dealers who did not have a set policy for
service charges complained the
most about being taken advantage
of. The dealers who had the least
problems were the ones that had a
clear policy in place which was posted for all to see.
Some dealers had small sheets of
paper with a list of charges tacked up
behind the counter while other
shops had large bold signs that even
the visually impaired would notice.
Interestingly, the shops with the
largest signs charged the most
money and had the least amount of
problems.
Posting your service policy does
several things. First, it educates your
customer on how your business
operates. Second, it gives all of your
employees specific guidelines which
ensure that all customers are treated
fairly and equally. No one has to
guess, if the policy and the charges
are clearly defined and posted.
When it came to actual charges
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While it is every shop’s
right to choose to simply not work on equipment purchased elsewhere it does not make
sense to turn away
business. Mouldy’s
Archery and Tackle
located in Chippewa
Falls, Wisconsin, has a
service policy that
while inviting work on
equipment purchased
elsewhere also clearly
spells out the charges
for such services.

Arrow Trade again found two distinctly different approaches. Some
shops charged for the specific service being performed such as
installing a sight, changing a string,
installing a peep, changing bow
weight, etc. Other shops charged a
flat hourly rate regardless of the service being performed. Although the
rates varied according to the area of
the country and the prevailing economy the majority of rates posted
were between $20 and $40 per hour.
Will Moulton of Mouldy’s
Archery and Tackle located in
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin has an
interesting approach. “Our rate is
$40 per hour with a $10 minimum,”
Moulton explained. “For years we
did not charge for our service work
then about eight years ago we had
two major discount stores move into
our area. Soon we were flooded with
equipment that was purchased elsewhere and was brought into our
shop for set up or repair. That’s when
we established our service charge
policy. We have several large signs
posted in our shop that say, ‘If you
purchased your bow or equipment
elsewhere we would be happy to
work on it or answer any questions
regarding it. However, this service is
subject to a $40 per hour charge with
a $10 minimum.’ We also have signs
posted that state, ‘Buy it from me
and we put it on free.’” Moulton has
done an excellent job of addressing
the difficult problem of not offending a potential customer while giving
his loyal customers a break.
Dale Raulerson, owner of Center
Shot Archery, in Sarasota, Florida

nothing? If the customer bought
that same sight from a discount
house or catalog he has to deal with
it himself, he has no choice. In my
shop I simply give him a choice. Of
course if a customer buys his entire
outfit from me or is a steady customer I set his bow up, install the
accessories and make all adjustment
at no charge.”
Tammy Hipp of G & T Sports Plus
in Mt. Storm, West Virginia uses a
combination of service charges
which are clearly posted for her customers to see. “Our labor rate is $20
per hour,” Hipp explained. “However
we do apply a split scale. For my regular customers I simply don’t charge
for the full time and their rate works
out to about $10 per hour. For equipment not purchased here I charge
the full rate. We also have per service
rates that apply for specific services
such as string installation $8, cable
installation $8, but if the two are

takes a completely different but
equally successful approach. “I have
an archery shop and taxidermy business,” Raulerson said. “I run both
businesses, stock the shelves, tune
the bows, sweep the floors and wash
the windows. For me, time is money.
I price my inventory according to the
margin that I need to stock the item,
pay my overhead and
make a profit but the
price
does
not
include service. As a
matter of fact, I have
a sign in the shop and
on some price tags
that says ‘Prices do
not include installation.’ My hourly rate
for service is $30 per
hour. If a customer
brings in a bow he
purchased
somewhere else and buys a
sight I charge him the
retail price for the
sight plus I charge
him for the installation according to my
labor rate. Of course
the customer always
has the option of
mounting
and
adjusting the sight
himself. I have found
that about 50 percent
do it themselves and
50 percent have me This rate chart form, (rates to be filled in by the dealer), supdo it. Either way I plied by PSE is an excellent example of a well organized
make the sale, make chart. If desired a modified version of a similar chart suited to
my profit and cover your shop’s particular needs can be computer generated and
my time. Why should “blown up” by a copy center or could be drawn up by a graphI mount the sight for ic artist for a nominal fee.
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Following are average rates you may
want to use as a guide.

This sign clearly states this shop’s policy concerning the range fees, lessons and service
rate charges. Clearly defining charges such as these not only informs the customer as to
possible fees for service but also ensures the uniform handling of charges among
employees.

done at the same time we charge $10
for the job. It is $6 to mount a sight
and $5 to set a bow up for center shot
using a laser tuning aid. Anytime the
service requested requires a bow
press there is an automatic $5
charge.”
So what does all of this mean? It

means that time just like inventory,
insurance, light, heat and taxes,
costs money. It makes no sense to
invest money in a bow press, bow
vise or a laser tuning aid and spend
time training yourself and your
employees how to properly service a
bow to perform the work for nothing. As a qualified dealer you
deserve to be
paid for your
knowledge and
skill.
While each
dealer
must
decide
how
much to charge
for his service
here are some
Less fuzz, total stability, smaller diameter (1/2 size of 450 Plus)
general guidelines that seem
Low creep, high durability, smaller diameter Dyneema
common among
dealers that have
No creep, good arrow speed, highest strength
service policies
in place. All the
Rugged, low creep, very durable
shops that Arrow
Trade
talked
with did not
Strong, low creep and stretch,
extra light smooth wax
charge for setNo matter what characteristics
ting up a bow
you’re looking for in a bowstring
and mounting
material, BCY has a product
the accessories
suited to your needs.
that a customer
607 Middle Street
See our website
bought at that
Middletown, CT 06457
for our full range of
U.S.A.
bowstring and serving
shop. None of
Phone 860-632-7115
materials, or contact
the
shops
Fax 860-632-5775
us for a catalog.
refused to work
e-mail: bcyray@msn.com • www.bcyfibers.com
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Circle 21 on Response Card

Flat per hour rate $20 to $40 per hour
Set up bow and install accessories
when not purchased in shop $25
to $45
Poundage adjustment $2
Plunger adjustment $3
Nockset adjustment $2
Install arrow rest $5 to $10
Install and tune arrow rest $10 to $15
Basic bow trouble-shooting $25
Tiller adjustment $5
Wheel synchronization $5 to $10
Use of chronograph, three shots for $2
Install nock on arrow $.50 plus nock
Arrow flight analysis $20
Super tuning $40 to $50
Reserve center serving $5 to $6
Install rope loop $6
Silencer tie-in $6
Peep tie-in $5
Basic shooting instruction $20 per hr
Advanced shooting instruction $45/hr
on equipment purchased outside of
the shop. Actually they invited the
work, but they all charged a predetermined rate for their services.
Regular customers were extended
extra courtesies such as a quick no
charge adjustment periodically but
after a predetermined period of time
there was a charge for service
request.
Years ago when I ran my own
archery shop and the pressure button first appeared on the market,
many bows were not drilled for this
new accessory. At that time I charged
$14.95 to drill a bow for a pressure
button. One day a customer asked,
“Isn’t $14.95 a little steep just to drill
a hole?” Before I could respond his
buddy said, “It’s only 95 cents to drill
the hole, the other $14 is for knowing
where to drill it.”
If a dealer does not think his
knowledge and skill are worth charging for, his customers won’t either. If
you are not charging for your service
time you are losing profits that you
have earned and are entitled to, losing them simply because there is a
hole in your bucket that can be
patched with a simple sign on the
wall.
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THE

Edge
BOW

Specifications:
IBO Speed: 310 fps
Let-Off: 75%
Axle to Axle: 34”
Brace Height: 7 5/8”
Cam: Magneto

Circle 133 on Response Card

• Made In USA
• Lifetime Guarantee
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